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i bought one just so i could have an easy remote for my l-series, but i was
disappointed. it works, but it's not very stable, and doesn't seem to work
with all cameras, but will with the 5d2. the apps i tried were not free. they
did not support the c300, and the one i did use did not work at all with the
5d2. hello, i’ve connected my panasonic gm5 to a logitech g9 with the
olympus e-m10 camera remote. everything works fine, except that i can’t
assign camera functions to the buttons on the g9. i have tried the below
and it hasn’t worked: i’m really impressed with the new features in
helicon remote. it’s like magic! i want to install the helicon remote on my
pc and use it to control the camera remotely. there are instructions on
how to do this on the helicon remote website, but i don’t know if this can
be done on a mac. do you know? i was looking for an app for my camera
module that would allow me to control it remotely. i found one by helicon
called helicon remote. now the thing is it doesn’t seem to work with my
camera. i can see my camera and shoot but when i try to get it to do
anything it gives me an error. helicon remote is the best wireless remote
app. i wish the other ones (like remote plus) had all the features helicon
remote has. no other app does what helicon remote does. it’s the only
app i use for remote control on my dslr. i purchased the dslr dashboard
app to work with my ipad 2 and canon 6d. i turned on my cameras (built
in) wifi and tried to get the app to connect to no avail. i am not tech savvy
and i cant find any online instructions to walk me through how to connect,
to see if they will even work together! i was hoping this combination
would keep me from having to buy the camranger (which i know would
work). please help me with some step-by-step instructions. thank you!
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i've tried the newest version of the android app on my d750 and the app
does not work. the version of the app on my phone says it is v0.24 but it

still does not work. i can hear the camera beeps when connected and
when i take a picture it shows up in the gallery but it will not work through
the app and the capture button on the app does not work. i have both the
camera and phone connected to the computer via usb and they are both
on the same network and nothing seems to work. is there a version of the
app that works on android? hi! i am using version 0.24 on a d750, and i've
been able to use the live view at this time. however, the wifii client never
connects. the camera led turns green, indicating that it is receiving an ip
address. once connected, the green led turns off, and remains off until i

turn the camera off and back on. i am able to use the wifii client on other
computers, however, so i know the wifii client is connected to the camera.

when i start the software and try to open the camera, the camera led
turns on and the app shows "configuration not found". i can hear the

camera beeps when connected, but that is it. if i try to capture a photo,
nothing appears in the gallery on the phone, nor is there any record in the
media recorder. the software does not show any errors, but i'm not sure
what to do about it. any thoughts on how to fix it? dear zoltan, thank you
for your great work! i think it is the right direction to make a new release.

i have a question: i have a nikon d500 and i installed the ddsiver on
windows 8.1 (64 bit) and it can connect to the camera and i can use it to
change some settings. i want to use the app on my android phone (5.1.1)

and i installed the app and the ddsiver from the web site. but i can't
connect it to the camera, but i can hear the beeps when i connect to the
camera. so it is connected but the live view does not work. is there any

solution? thank you! mauricio luis 5ec8ef588b
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